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SQLite
database

MAID
From web

Pbosted
F1F209.f

Structure of the radiative correction code

Unpolarized
Radiative correction

Equations from stein's paper
Python codes

Download

G
enerate

Polarized
Radiative correction

polsig.f,poltail.f
From Ryan

g1,g2

C++ class
Read API

C++ class
Dilution API

(From PBosted)

Compare with data

Pickle
file

Thanks for Ryan's help!
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Polarized
Radiative correction
Use the code 
from Ryan (Karl wrote?)

dxsL result (dots) compare with ryan (solid line)

dxsT result (dots) compare with ryan (solid line)

Unradiated
 External radiated

 External& internal radiated

Total elastic tail 
Small difference caused by the different GE,GM 

Radiated model (external&internal&etail)

Elastic tail caused from unpolarized and polarized part 

Unradiated

 External radiated

 External& internal radiated

Radiated model (external&internal&etail)

Elastic tail caused from unpolarized and polarized part 

Total elastic tail 
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2.254GeV, 5T, longitudinal
Radiated model vs data

Data of dxsL from asym*2*Pbosted
Model of dxsL from MAID
Uncertainty from model is not considered

The NH3 cross section from model is from 
H,N,He,Al cros section of Pbosted
Ignore the y axis , It is just a relative value 
for both model and data, times a ratio to 
let them comparable

Asym from model=
Radiated MAID dxsL/radiated PBosted

Scat angle of data used is averaged for 
each bins (for dilution)
Scat angle of model used is fitted from 
data
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2.254GeV, 5T, Transverse
Radiated model vs data

The NH3 cross section from model is from 
H,N,He,Al cros section of Pbosted
Ignore the y axis , It is just a relative value 
for both model and data, times a ratio to 
let them comparable

Asym from model=
Radiated MAID dxsT/radiated PBosted

Data of dxsT from asym*2*Pbosted
Model of dxsT from MAID
Uncertainty from model is not considered

Scat angle of data used is averaged for 
each bins (for dilution)
Scat angle of model used is fitted from 
data
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g1 compared with MAID (before radiative correction)
g1 from data calculated from:
● dxsL from data
● dxsT from MAID

Q2: 0.02~0.045 GeV2
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g2 compared with MAID  (before radiative correction)
g2 from data calculated from:
● dxsT from data
● dxsL from MAID

Q2: 0.066~0.084 GeV2
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Backup
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Q2 range for 2.2GeV 5T longitudinal
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Q2 range for 2.2GeV 5T transverse
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Scat angle range for 2.2GeV 5T longitudinal
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Scat angle range for 2.2GeV 5T transverse
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